
ON PROTAGON: ITS CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICAL
CONSTANTS, ITS BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS ALCOHOL, AND
ITS INDIVIDUALITY. By R. A. WILSON and W. CRAMER. (From
the Physiological Laboratory, University of Edinburgh.)

PROTAGON IS A PRODUCT OF A DEFINITE COMPOSITION.

WITHIN recent years the existence of protagon as a definite compound
has been categorically denied by Gies and his collaborators, whose views
have been endorsed by Rosenheim and Tebb, and positive assertions have
been made concerning the part played by protagon in the history of
neurochemistry, assertions which it is difficult to test by the exact methods
of experimental investigation. Whether these authors are right or not,
whether protagon is a mixture or not, there is one outstanding fact that
must be clearly recognised: namely, that from brain a substance of a
constant chemical composition can be extracted which has received the
name protagon.

Gamgee, in his investigations on this substance, prepared a number of
samples, which on analysis gave figures agreeing inter se, and which re-
tained this composition after recrystallisation. From his analyses he gives
the following figures for the composition of protagon:

C. H. N. P.
66,39 10-69 2,39 1,06 per cent.

Gamgee's results were confirmed by a number of observers, who by
identical and by different methods extracted from nervous tissues substances
having the same composition as protagon, as will be seen from the following
table:

C. H. N. P. S.
per cent, per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent.

Gamgee . 66,39 10'69 2,39 1i06
Baumstark . 6648 11-12 2,35 1,02
Ruppel. . . * 66-29 10-75 2,32 1,13 0096
Lesem and Gies . 6611 10-90 2-02 1,23 0-77
Cramer. 66-37 10-82 2-29 104 0-71

We have not here considered observations in which substances were
prepared from brain, but only partially analysed, as was done, for instance,
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by Gulewitch, Posner and Gies, Lochhead and Cramer. As a rule,
only the phosphorus content was determined in these cases, which is, indeed,
a fairly good indicator of the nature of the preparation. It must, however,
not be forgotten that preparations have been obtained from brain by Kosse
and Freytag, by Noll and by Cramer, which, although having the same
phosphorus percentage as protagon, differ in their nitrogen or carbon
contents.

By a method which is described at the end of this paper, we have ex-
tracted from brain, by means of boiling absolute alcohol, a substance giving
the following analytical results:.'

C. H. N. P. S
per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent.

Sample B (4th recryst. . 66664 1092 2 41 092 ...

Sample -1I 5th recryst. 66-57 1098 2-39 093 0,73
Sample C, 4th recryst. 6640 11 01 233 0-97
Sample A, 4th recryst. . .. ... ... 099

Another sample was prepared by a slight modification of Gamgee's
method (see p. 104), and gave on analysis:

C. H. N. P. S.
Sample D, 3rd recryst. . 6640 1071 2-55 1,02 0-68 per cent.

It is this constancy of the chemical composition which has induced many
physiological chemists to consider protagon as a definite chemical compound;
and, whether this view is right or not, we must insist that the name
protagon cannot be applied to substances of a different chemical composition.
As a rule, if a chemist tries to prepare a known substance by a given
method and fails to obtain the same substance as previous workers, he is
inclined to suspect his technique. Some workers on protagon, however,
use that name for any substance that has been prepared according to a
known method, irrespective of its chemical composition. If a substance of
a composition different from protagon is obtained, this is taken as evidence
for " the variability and indefiniteness of the protagon mixture." A recent
paper on this subject by Rosenheim and Tebb illustrates very instruc-
tively the confusion which has arisen with regard to the use of the name
protagon.

In order to bring forward evidence to support Thudichum's view that
protagon is identical with cerebrote, a substance isolated from ox brains by
means of alcohol extraction by Couerbe in 1837, Rosenheim and Tebb
have repeated C ouerbe's method and have analysed the substance obtained
in this way. The analytical figures are given here:

1 The nitrogen was determined by Dumas' method, the phosphorus by Neumann's
method, the sulphur by Carius' method.
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C. H. N. P.
per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent.

Co ue rb e's cerebrote ; crude product 67*82 11l10 3A40 2,33
Substance prepared by Rosenheim
and Tebb; crude product . . ... ... 4,34 109

Thrice recrystallised ... ... 2,08 0,65

Although the composition of Couerbe's cerebrate differs markedly from
Rosenheim and Tebb's substances, they call their substances Couerbe's
cerebrate, because they have obtained these substances by using Couerbe's
method. A comparison of these figures with the analyses of protagon given
above shows that not one of these " cerebrotes " has the same composition
as protagon. Nevertheless Rosenheim and Tebb conclude that protagon
and cerebrote-it is not said which of the three cerebrotes-are the same
substance under two different names, because the same solvent has been
used for their preparation and because there is some superficial resemblance.

It seems almost unnecessary to demand that investigations on protagon
intended to demonstrate the composite nature of this substance should be
made on material the identity of which with protagon is beyond doubt.
But a critical survey of these observations will show that even here the
same tendency to identify protagon by its method of preparation, against
the evidence of the analytical results, is apparent, although not in such an
exaggerated form as in the case just discussed.

The substance which Wdrner and Thierfelder called protagon, and
from which they isolated cerebron, was prepared according to Gamgee's
method. The analytical results of the carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen
determinations show variations from 62'37 per cent. C. to 68&97 per cent. C.,
and from 2 39 per cent. N. to 3 39 per cent. N. The phosphorus was not
determined.

Posner and Gies have obtained substances by means of Gamgee's
method with a phosphorus percentage varying from 1-73 to 089. All
their products they call indiscriminately "protagon." This is the more
remarkable since Gies in his first investigations on this subject had worked
with substances which had the same chemical composition as protagon,
and since Posner and Gies themselves had obtained substances the
phosphorus percentage of which was identical with that of protagon.
Although these observers had the personal experience that a substance
of the definite composition of protagon can be obtained, they do not
hesitate to apply this name also to a substance of a different composition.

Rosenheim and Tebb even go so far as to apply the name protagon
to substances which show an entirely opposite behaviour towards a certain
solvent. On page 6 these authors state that acetone is a suitable solvent
for protagon. On the next page they give the results of subjecting a sample
of protagon twice recrystallised to fractional crystallisation from acetone.
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The portion remaining insoluble is called "insoluble protagon," and is
purified by recrystallisation from alcohol and then called " protagon thrice
recrystallised." This protagon is therefore insoluble in boiling acetone.
On page 11 a method for the preparation of protagon is described, which
consists in extracting brain with boiling acetone. The substances crystallis-
ing out on cooling from the various extractions are alleged to be " typical
protagon." We wish to point out that even if protagon is a mixture, it
cannot be at the same time soluble and insoluble in one and the same
solvent. We doubt whether the substances obtained by the method of
acetone extraction are protagon. The evidence given by Rosenheim and
Tebb on this point is neither very clear nor very conclusive. The nitrogen
and phosphorus contents of the crude products only are determined.
Although they differ from each other and partly from protagon, it is not
said which product is considered to be protagon. No attempt is made to
show that a substance of a constant chemical composition identical with
protagon is obtained after repeated recrystallisation. Besides, in our ex-
perience, protagon is not easily soluble in acetone. When the experiments
described in a previous paper by Lochead and Cramer were carried out,
acetone was tried as a means of extracting protagon from brain and found not
to be a suitable solvent. The samples of protagon which we have prepared
are also not readily soluble in acetone. We believe that we have found an
explanation of the apparent contradiction between these observations on the
solubility of protagon in acetone, and shall refer to it later.

Here it may be sufficient to point out the inconsistency in applying the
name protagon both to a substance soluble in acetone and to a substance
insoluble in this solvent.

It is evident that many observations, on the basis of which the existence
of protagon as a definite chemical compound has been denied, were made
on material called protagon, which, however, was not identical with
protagon, but at the best represented a crude product containing protagon,
together with other substances.

This looseness of designation is, as we have seen, due to the fact that,
contrary to the ordinary rules of chemical investigations, the chemical
composition is not considered to be a criterion of protagon but its method
of preparation. In this way the impression has gained ground that
protagon is such a variable substance that it is a mere accident if a sample
is obtained of the same composition as Gamgee's protagon. We believe
that we have found an explanation of these failures to obtain protagon, and
shall show later that protagon can be prepared without difficulty, if certain
conditions are observed during its preparation and recrystallisation.

PROTAGON IS A PRODUCT OF DEFINITE PHYSICAL CONSTANTS.
We have spoken of the chemical composition as the only means of

identifying protagon, because its physical characters, even its crystalline
form, are neither very conclusive evidence of its identity nor do they allow
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of a comparison of various samples by a quantitative method. We have
therefore endeavoured to determine some physical constants of protagon,
namely, the specific rotatory power and the refractive index of its solution.
Some difficulty was experienced in finding a solvent which would dissolve
a sufficient amount of protagon without the use of higher temperatures.
We found that protagon was comparatively soluble in pyridine, even at
room temperature. By making our determinations at 300, a 3 per cent.
solution could be used. The polarimeter was a Laurent apparatus. The
determinations were made in a 10 cm. tube at 30° with sodium light. The
refractometer was a Pulfrich instrument. A high density prism was em-
ployed. The pyridine used was Kahlbaum's pyridine, and had at 300 the
refractive index 1 5062. The results are given in the following table:

Specific rotation Refractive index
Sample. r a 130 of 3 per cent. soln-

SmlD tion at 30°.

A . +6-66 1-5034
B +6-90 1P5033
C . +661 1,5034
D + 7-01 1-5032

The results for the specific rotatory power agree well with each other,
especially if it is considered that the actual reading taken was very small.
They stand in striking contrast to the observations of Rosenheim and
Tebb, which were published shortly after our first preliminary communica-
tion on this subject had appeared. According to these authors, the specific
rotatory power of protagon varies between 2.70 and 7.50, and thus demon-
strates again the composite nature of protagon. As Rosenheimn and Tebb
include, under the term protagon, the substance prepared according to
Couerbe's method for cerebrote, substances insoluble in acetone and
substances soluble in acetone, and as most of these substances differ in
their chemical composition both inter se and from protagon, their physical
properties could hardly be expected to show any agreement.

From our observations we conclude that different methods of extraction
isolate from brain a substance, protagon, of a definite and constant chemical
composition, which will retain this composition after repeated recrystallisa-
tion and possesses definite and constant physical properties. These facts are
quite independent of the question to be discussed later, as to whether this
substance, protagon, is a definite chemical compound or not.

THE ACTION OF WARM ALCOHOL UPON PROTAGON.
We have already seen that the plain postulate, that investigations on

the nature of protagon should be made on protagon and not on some crude
product possibly containing protagon, has not always been fulfilled. These
observations need therefore not be taken into consideration. Nor can the
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failure of some workers to isolate protagon from brain be considered as
evidence against its existence, seeing that other workers have obtained this
substance without difficulty. If we exclude all these observations, there are
still a number of experiments which show that, by means of a certain
process, which has been called a "process of fractional crystallisation,"
protagon is split up into substances varying widely in their phosphorus
percentage and in their solubility in alcohol and ether. This was demon-
strated conclusively by Gies and his collaborators. In a former paper by
one of us it was suggested that the protagon of Lesem and Gies may have
been contaminated with pseudocerebrin. But as the analytical figures of
their preparations are identical with those of Gamgee's protagon, their
material must be considered as representing typical protagon, and Posn er
and Gies are right in contending that, if their preparations were con-
taminated with pseudocerebrin, the same may be said of Gamgee's and
Cramer's protagon. In order to remove any possible objection, Posner
and Gies have recrystallised protagon ten times until the phosphorus
percentage of the crystalline product and of the mother liquid was almost
the same and identical with that of protagon. Even from this preparation
different substances could be isolated when the so-called process of fractional
crystallisation was applied.

This process consists in the treatment of protagon with a quantity of
warm alcohol, insufficient to dissolve it, over periods lasting many hours
(20-24 hours). After separating the soluble from the insoluble part, the
solution is allowed to cool slowly, and the substances crystallising out at
different temperatures are collected separately and then show the differences
mentioned above.

Of the correctness of these facts there can be no doubt; it is only in
their interpretation that we differ from Gies and his collaborators. In
order to interpret these facts as proving conclusively the composite nature
of protagon, it is of course essential that the prolonged treatment with
warm alcohol does not effect any change in the protagon-in other words,
that the process is really one of recrystallisation and not one of decomposition.
This last possibility has, indeed, been considered by Lesem and Gies, who,
is speaking of their results of fractional crystallisation, say: " They show
that protagon is either a mixture of bodies or else a substance decomposing
quite readily under the conditions of such experiments." Rosenheim and
Tebb simply dismiss the second possibility by saying that the process of
fractional crystallisation evidently cannot effect any serious chemical
decomposition. A priori there is no reason why these results should not
prove with equal force that the prolonged treatment with warm alcohol has
induced a decomposition. Before the treatment protagon is, as we have
seen, a substance of a constant composition retaining this composition after
simple recrystallisation, which involves only a short contact with warm
or boiling alcohol, the mother liquor and the crystalline product having an
almost identical phosphorus percentage: in the course of its preparation it
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has been subjected (in the precipitated stage) to a very thorough washing
with cold ether. After the treatment a substance remains less soluble in
warm alcohol than protagon, and almost phosphorus free; the substances
crystallising out vary considerably in their phosphorus percentage from
that of their respective mother liquids, the difference sometimes exceed-
ing 1 per cent., and yield to ether a considerable quantity of a substance
containing less phosphorus than protagon. If protagon is a mixture of all
these substances, it must follow that in the process of simple recrystallisation
these substances dissolve and crystallise out in constant proportions, as this
process always leads to the same product-protagon.

The assumption that protagon is a mixture of these substances, so
different in many respects, is therefore not without difficulty; and if the
chemical individuality of protagon had not been under suspicion, these
results would have been interpreted as proving the instability of protagon
towards warm alcohol. The statements of previous workers on this
question, whether protagon is decomposed or not by warm or boiling
alcohol, are very contradictory. The reason for this is probably that
any change that might take place would not be very obvious, and could
only be demonstrated by an elaborate experiment. Indeed, if one had
wished to study the action of warm alcohol on protagon, one could only
have done so by experiments similar to those of Gies and his collaborators.

The determination of the physical constants and their constant value
has made it possible for us to obtain direct and conclusive evidence on this
question. The two samples of protagon, A and B, the physical constants of
which had been determined, were treated with 80 per cent. alcohol at 440
for 22 hours, in the manner prescribed for the process of fractional crystal-
lisation. The vessels were then cooled in ice and the alcohol evaporated in
vacuo, no filtration having taken place. The remaining residue was dried
in vacuo over concentrated sulphuric acid and its specific rotatory power
and the refractory quotient were determined as before. As nothing had been
removed by filtration the proportion of the elements must have remained
the same as in protagon, so that on analysis the figures obtained would be
identical with those for the composition of protagon. As a control a sample
was dissolved in boiling alcohol, the solution was kept boiling for 1I
minutes, and the vessel cooled in ice. After evaporating the alcohol in
vacuo without previous filtration, the residue was dried and its physical con-
stants determined as before. The results are given in the following table:

Rotation Refractive index
Sample. Treatment. [ 30 ofa ] ceion.

A . . 85 per cent. alcohol at 440 for 22 hours 13X43 1 5041
B . . 13-08 15038a . Boiling alcohol for 1j minutes 6-69 1-5034
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The results show that a short contact with boiling alcohol is without
effect on protagon, while prolonged treatment with warm alcohol produces a
change. The product obtained after this treatment is not identical with
protagon, as the physical constants show, although its analytical figures
would agree with protagon. The results obtained by the so-called process
of fractional crystallisation, therefore, do not give any conclusive indication
as to whether protagon is a mixture or not, the method being an unsuitable
one, but have to be interpreted as proving the relative instability of
protagon towards warm alcohol. This conclusion again is not in any way
dependent upon either the composite or the uniform nature of protagon:
the products which are found after the treatment are, apart from
unchanged protagon, decomposition products of either the definite compound
protagon or of the substances constituting the mixture protagon.

The statement made in a former paper by one of us that " protagon is
not decomposed by warm ether or boiling alcohol," must therefore be
corrected.' In the case of boiling alcohol it is true only if the solvent
is prevented from acting on protagon for some time. We have not
investigated the effect of ether on protagon, but the instability of this
substance towards warm alcohol makes it probable that other solvents are
not without disintegrating effect. This is perhaps the explanation of the
contradiction above referred to, that, although protagon is not readily
soluble in acetone, a method of acetone extraction has been proposed for the
preparation of protagon. As in this method the brain material is boiled
with acetone for four hours, it seems doubtful, in view of our experiments,
whether decomposition has not taken place, and whether the substances
extracted are not decomposition products of protagon, possibly together
with some unchanged protagon.

The relative instability of protagon towards warm alcohol is a fact
which throws light on some obscure and controversial points of the protagon
problem. It is clear that a prolonged treatment with warm alcohol, both in
the preparation and in the recrystallisation of protagon, must be avoided;
otherwise decomposition products are formed which are extracted together
with protagon. This is probably the explanation of the lack of uniformity
in the composition of products obtained by some workers, especially when
Gamgee's method has been used. It is usually stated that Gamgee's
method was followed in every detail. We have been unable to find in
Gamgee's communications any definite information about the time of
recrystallisation, and most other workers who have made use of this method
do not give any detailed statement with regard to this point. The sample
of protagon which we prepared by Gamgee's method, slightly modified, and
which was identical in its chemical and physical properties with protagon,

1 While freely acknowledging this error, I wish to point out that the statement in
the same paper, that " choline is the only base formed" on hydrolysis by baryta water, has
been misunderstood by Rosenheim and Tebb. If read in connection with the paper, this
statement appears as the result of experiments intended to decide whether choline or
neurine or both bases are formed. [W. O.]
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was extracted for four hours with alcohol and three times recrystallised,
the solution being effected in each case by warm alcohol in three-quarters
of an hour. The products which Posner and Gies obtained by this method,
and which had such an abnormally high phosphorus constant, were prepared
by extractions lasting for twenty-four hours. In purifying the crude
product by recrystallisation it was treated with alcohol for periods varying
from five to fifteen hours.

In order to test the validity of our conclusion that it is the prolonged
treatment with warm alcohol which is responsible for the failure to obtain
protagon, we have applied Gamgee's method in the same way as before, only
extending the extraction to twenty-four hours, and the treatment with
warm alcohol for the solution of the crude product in the recrystallisation
process to twelve hours. The specific rotatory power of the substance
which had been prepared in this way was [a]' =13-12, refr. index 1-5039.
This substance was, therefore, not protagon, whatever the results of the
chemical analysis would have been.

We can also understand the apparently paradoxical fact that a protagon
sample, obtained after repeated crystallisation and identical in every respect
with protagon, may appear after a further recrystallisation to be con-
taminated with pseudocerebrin or other substances. Formerlypseudocerebrin
was held to be extracted from brain, together with protagon, from which it
had to be separated. We know now that this substance (which is identical
with cerebrin) is formed from protagon by the hydrolysing action of warm
alcohol. If, therefore, in the process of recrystallisation the alcohol has been
allowed to be in contact with protagon for a longer time than in the
previous recrystallisation-and as the destructive action of warm alcohol
has not been suspected previously, such a condition may have easily
occurred-decomposition products will be formed, and after this recrystal-
lisation the protagon may really be less pure than it was before.

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF PROTAGON.
In order to shorten as much as possible the time during which the hot

or warm solvent is in contact with the material in the preparation of
protagon, we have adopted the following procedure, which we have found
to be a most convenient method for the preparation of protagon.

The brain mass is made into a pulp and treated repeatedly with 96 per
cent. alcohol in a wide-mouthed bottle. The extraction is accelerated by the
use of a shaking machine, the material being kept afterwards in an ice chest.
After three to four extractions ether is added instead of alcohol, and the
treatment continued until lecithin and cholesterin are completely extracted.
After removing the ether by filtration and drying the remaining mass by
exposing it to the air at room temperature, a brown mass remains which
can be made easily into a fine powder. To this powder any solvent can be
applied directly. We have prepared protagon from it according to
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Gamgee's method by means of warm alcohol (see p. 104) and by extraction
with boiling absolute alcohol. In the latter case the boiling solvent is
poured on the powder and the mixture kept boiling for one to two minutes
in a water bath, moving the mixture all the time. The alcoholic solution is
filtered through a hot-water funnel; the filtrate is allowed to drop into a
vessel cooled in ice. The same process of extraction is repeated twice.
The crude crystalline product is washed with ether and dried in vacuo.

Recrystallisation is effected by pouring boiling absolute alcohol on the
sample of protagon. The solution is kept boiling for one minute and then
filtered as before.

This method offers many advantages. Water and all the substances
soluble in cold alcohol and cold ether are removed before the extraction
begins, so that the bulk of the material is greatly reduced and less of the
hot solvent is necessary. In this way even a large quantity of material,
fifteen to twenty ox brains, can be worked up easily, while with other
methods the bulk of the material and the volume of alcohol are so
great that the manipulations cannot be carried out neatly and require
a longer time.

IS PROTAGON A DEFINITE COMPOUND OR A MIXTURE OF PHOSPHATIDS
AND CEREBROSIDES ?

In the preceding pages we have considered protagon simply as a
substance prepared from brain, and having constant and definite chemical
and physical properties. The question whether it is a definite chemical
compound or a mixture we have left open, so that the facts which we have
observed and the conclusions which we have drawn remain independent
of this controversial subject.

Conclusive proof of the chemical individuality of protagon can only
be brought by synthesis. Evidence to the contrary could be obtained
by isolating the substances of which the mixture protagon is con-
stituent and to reconstitute protagon from them. Rosenheim and
Tebb hope to be able soon "to reconstitute a pure protagon" with a
phosphorus percentage varying from 0 9 to 1-26, by making a mechanical
mixture in certain proportions of substances nearly phosphorus free and
substances containing about 3 per cent. phosphorus. We have no doubt that
it is possible to obtain in this way a mixture of the same phosphorus per-
centage as protagon. But if that were to prove that protagon is a mixture,
one might also prove that fat is a mixture of glycerine and fatty acids,
because a mixture of these substances in certain proportions would have
the same carbon percentage. If Rosenheim and Tebb wish to prove that
this mixture of alcohol-soluble and alcohol-insoluble substances is identical
with protagon, they will have to show that this mixture retains its com-
position after repeated recrystallisations and that it has the same specific
rotatory power as protagon.
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Until this question can be decided conclusively, either one way or the
other, an objective interpretation of the known facts must be sufficient.

We have emphasised already the'fact that protagon has a definite
chemical composition and retains this composition after repeated recrystal-
lisation. This substance has been obtained by various observers and by
various methods. As we have pointed out in a former communication, this
fact is evidence in favour of the view that protagon is a definite chemical
compound. To this evidence we add further the fact of the constancy of
its physical properties. The crystalline form of protagon we have never
considered to be of much value in recognising the nature of protagon, as it
is well known that mixtures of complex organic compounds frequently
crystallise out together in a definite crystalline form. The weight of the
analytical evidence has been admitted even by those who hold different
views on the nature of protagon. Lesem and Gies discuss their analytical
results of four samples of protagon as follows: " Much to our surprise, these
results accord as well as many analytical series given for what are un-
doubtedly individual substances. Our data in this connection, considered by
themselves, would seem to harmonise with the older view of the integrity
of protagon."

Against this view the results of the so-called process of fractional
crystallisation have been adduced as demonstrating that protagon is a
mixture of substances differing widely in their solubility, differing widely in
their chemical composition and constitution, and in their physical constants.
These results appear in a new light, since we have been able to prove that
they are due to a factor which has not been recognised before, namely, the
instability of protagon towards warm alcohol. This fact changes the
process of fractional recrystallisation into one of partial decomposition,
and invalidates the conclusions which have been drawn from these
experiments.

This property of protagon is responsible for the fact that, by following
known methods for the preparation of protagon, substances have been
extracted from brain which differ from protagon in their chemical com-
position. By calling all the substances protagon which were prepared
according to an acknowledged method, these results have been used as
additional evidence for the variability of the protagon mixture. In the
only case in which the account of the technique employed was detailed
enough to repeat the process, it was possible to show that the failure to
obtain protagon was due to the prolonged treatment with warm alcohol.

Not only is it incorrect to interpret these results as evidence against
the existence of protagon, but we must protest against such reasoning,
which threatens to deprive the protagon problem of its very basis. What-
ever protagon is, the name protagon has been given to a substance of a
definite chemical composition, having, as we have seen, definite physical
constants. Like every other chemical substance, protagon is identified by
these properties and not by its method of preparation. Many of the
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substances which figure in recent papers as protagon have no claim to this
name.

There is therefore no evidence in favour of the view of Thudichum and
his followers that protagon is a mixture of substances differing from each
other in almost every respect. On the contrary, we must conclude that
the substances found after the prolonged treatment with warm alcohol are,
besides unchanged protagon, decomposition products of protagon. One of
these decomposition products, the phosphorus free phrenosin (cerebron,
pseudocerebrin), has indeed been found to be identical with cerebrin, which
is obtained by hydrolysing protagon by baryta water. The phosphorised
moiety of the protagon molecule, however, does not behave in the same way
towards warm alcohol and towards baryta. This last reagent carries the
hydrolysis to the ultimate constituents; of which choline, sphingosine,
glycerophosphoric acid and fatty acids have been isolated. The action of
alcohol does not go so far. This is quite clear from the investigations of
Thudichum, who isolated numerous substances from brain by methods
involving prolonged extraction with boiling alcohol and distillation of the
alcoholic solutions regardless of any decomposition. These substances were
hydrolysed further by means of baryta water. The treatment with warm
alcohol, instead of being a means of separating the substances which are
present in the mixture protagon, would appear therefore to be a useful
method for the study of the more complex groups which enter into the
composition of the compound protagon.

Seen in this light, the observations of Gies and of Rosenheim and
Tebb, so far from being opposed to the view that protagon is a definite
compound, are a valuable contribution to the study of the constitution of
this substance.

The question has also to be considered whether the substances which
have been isolated from brain, and which at the same time have been
isolated from protagon hydrolysed by alcohol, such as, for instance, phrenosin
(pseudocerebrin, cerebrin, cerebron), exist preformed in the brain or are
formed only in the process of extraction.

Although our results support the view that protagon is a definite
compound, we do not exclude the possibility, which has been considered
already in a former paper, that several protagons exist just as several
lecithins exist. The existence of such substances, differing perhaps only
in the nature of the fatty acid radicle which they contain, would be no
more evidence against the existence of protagon than the existence of
several lecithins is considered to disprove the existence of a definite
compound lecithin. Such protagons would be distinguished only by slight
differences in the carbon and hydrogen contents, and would resemble each
other very closely in every respect, so that they could not be separated
easily. It is therefore possible that protagon is a mixture of such sub-
stances, although there is at present no evidence for it. Such a view, which
is quite compatible with the idea that protagon is a definite compound, is
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fundamentally different from the view that protagon is a variable and
indefinite mixture of cerebrosides and phosphatids.

CONCLUSIONS.
1. Protagon is a substance of a definite chemical composition, retaining

this composition after repeated recrystallisation.
2. Protagon is a substance with definite and constant physical properties.

The specific rotatory power and the refractive index of several samples of
protagon have been determined.

3. Protagon is identified by its chemical composition and by its physical
constants. Many substances to which the name protagon has been given
on account of their method of preparation, do not conform to these con-
ditions, and therefore have no claim to the name protagon. Couerbe's
cerebrote is not identical with protagon, but probably a mixture of
substances of which protagon is one.

4. Protagon is decomposed by a prolonged treatment with warm alcohol.
The so-called process of fractional crystallisation is therefore in reality a
process of partial decomposition. The conclusions which have been drawn
on the assumption that it is a process of recrystallisation are not valid.
There is, consequently, no evidence for the view that protagon is a mixture
of cerebrosides and phosphatids.

5. The constancy of the physical and chemical properties of protagon
support the view that protagon is a definite compound. The substances
isolated from protagon after prolonged treatment with warm alcohol, and
formerly held to exist as such in the mixture protagon, must now be con-
sidered to be the constituents of the protagon molecule. They are the
intermediate decomposition products of protagon.

6. Details of a method for the preparation of protagon are given, by
means of which a prolonged contact with warm or boiling alcohol can
be avoided as much as possible.

ADDENDUM BY W. CRAMER.
The paper by Lochhead and Cramer has called forth a polemical

paper by Gies (Journal Biolog. Chemistry, iii. 4, p. 339) which is mainly a
restatement of the views of Posner and Gies and does not adduce any
new facts. Gies believes that our results support his view, and that we
obtained "different mixtures by extracting brain with different solvents."
He applies to our results a different standard from that which led him to
state of the protagon samples of Lesem and Gies that the analytical
results " accord as well as many analytical series for what are undoubtedly
individual substances." The phosphorus content of the purified protagon
samples of Lesem and Gies varies from 0-89 per cent. to 1-26 per cent.,
that of Lochhead and Cramer's purified products from 0-96 per cent. to
1-07 per cent. Even if our non-purified products are included, the
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difference in the phosphorus percentage is only 0 03 per cent. more than in
the samples of Lesem and Gies, the variation in these being 0 94 per cent.
to 1-34 per cent.

Gies further states (in his recent paper on Paranucleo - Protagon,
American Journal of Physiology, xx. 2, p. 379), referring to our results:
" When the phosphorus contents of their protagon products were lowered by
recrystallisation to the percentage amount that appeared to them to be
about right, they arbitrarily discontinued in each case the recrystallisation
process, in spite of the fact that repetition of it promised to decrease further
the proportionate contents of phosphorus." I have looked in vain through
our paper for any statement which could warrant this wanton suggestion.
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